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!NATOMY OF AN )RON !GE 2OUNDHOUSE
MM  MM  MM CONSISTS OF THE POSTERIOR PART 
OF  THE  RIGHT  PARIETAL  BONE  WITH  A  SMALL  PART  OF  THE 
ADJOINING  OCCIPITAL  BONE  4HE  SECTION  OF  LAMBDOIDAL 
SUTURE  WHICH  JOINS  THE  PARIETALS  AND  OCCIPITAL  BONE	 
IS  ALMOST  COMPLETELY  OBLITERATED  INTERNALLY  BUT  STILL 
CLEARLY VISIBLE EXTERNALLY 4HE EDGES ALL APPEAR TO HAVE 
BEEN BROKEN NATURALLY THAT IS THEY HAD NOT BEEN CUT 
4HE  DEGREE  OF  SUTURAL  FUSION  SUGGESTS  THAT  THIS  BONE 
WAS FROM AN ADULT PROBABLY OF MIDDLE AGE 4HERE IS NO 
INDICATION OF SEX ! TRAUMATIC LESION IN THE FORM OF A CUT 
MARK IS VISIBLE ON THE EXTERNAL SURFACE OF THE PARIETAL 
PART OF THE FRAGMENT 4HE CUT ABOUT MM LONG WAS 
SUPERlCIAL ONLY PENETRATING THE UPPERMOST PART OF THE 
OUTER  SURFACE  OF  THE  BONE  3OME  BONE  REPAIR  OF  THIS 
MINOR INJURY CAN BE SEEN CONlRMING THAT IT OCCURRED 
DURING  LIFE !  SERIES  OF  STRIATIONS  ALONG  ONE  EDGE  ON 
THE EXTERNAL SURFACE MAY BE GNAW MARKS BUT THE LACK 
OF CORRESPONDING TOOTH MARKS ON THE UNDERSIDE OF THE 
FRAGMENT SUGGESTS THAT IF SO THEY WERE INmICTED BEFORE 
THE BONE WAS FRAGMENTED 
%VIDENCE  OF  DRILLING  CAN  BE  SEEN  ON  THE  LONGEST 
EDGE FORMING AN @HOURGLASSSHAPED PERFORATION 4HIS 
APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN FORMED BY DRILLING BOTH FROM THE 
EXTERNAL SURFACE AND AT THE SAME POINT FROM AN INTERNAL 
DIRECTION  TO  APPROXIMATELY  HALFWAY  THROUGH  THE 
THICKNESS OF THE BONE UNTIL BOTH PERFORATIONS MET 4HE 
DRILL HOLE ON THE EXTERNAL SURFACE IS WIDER AND DEEPER 
THAN  THAT  ON  THE  INTERNAL  SIDE  !NOTHER  ATTEMPT  AT 
DRILLING CAN BE SEEN ON THE INTERNAL SURFACE VERY CLOSE 
TO THE lRST )T IS QUITE POSSIBLE THAT THE FRAGMENT SPLIT 
UPON DRILLING EITHER ON THE lRST OR SECOND ATTEMPT 
4HE  PURPOSE  OF  THE  DRILL  HOLES  IS  NOT  CLEAR /NE 
METHOD OF TREPANATION WAS TO DRILL SIMILAR SMALL HOLES 
IN THE SKULL AND CUT THROUGH THE NARROW CONNECTING 
BARS BETWEEN THEM "ROTHWELL  	 (OWEVER 
THE DRILLING ON THIS  FRAGMENT WAS PARTLY CARRIED OUT 
FROM THE INTERNAL SURFACE RULING OUT TREPANATION AS A 
POSSIBLE CAUSE &OR WHATEVER PURPOSE THE BONE MUST 
HAVE BEEN MODIlED SOME TIME AFTER DEATH #ONTEXT 
  "LOCK  B  0HASE    DEPOSITS  FORMED  WITHIN 
ENTRANCE AREA TO 3TRUCTURE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
(" NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4IBIA  FRAGMENT  3ECTION  OF  DISTAL  HALF  OF  RIGHT  TIBIA 
BROKEN AT EACH END 4HE DISTAL END HAS FRACTURED JUST 
ABOVE THE DISTAL ARTICULATION AND AT THE PROXIMAL END 
ABOUT  MIDSHAFT  "OTH  BREAKS  APPEAR  RECENT  POSSIBLY 
RESULTING  FROM  MACHINE  DAMAGE  DURING  THE  INITIAL 
CLEARANCE  OF  THE  SITE  AS  THE  CONTEXT  FROM WHICH  THE 
FRAGMENT  DERIVES  WAS  THE  UPPERMOST  ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
HORIZON IN THIS PART OF THE SITE	 4HE EXTERNAL SURFACE 
OF  THE  BONE  IS  SOMEWHAT  ERODED  IN  KEEPING  WITH 
DEPOSITION  IN  A  MIDDEN  BUT  THERE  IS  NO  EVIDENCE  OF 
GNAWING 3IZE  SUGGESTS  THAT  THIS BELONGS  TO  AN  ADULT 
ALTHOUGH IT COULD ALSO BE FROM AN ADOLESCENT 4HERE IS 
NO INDICATION OF SEX OR EVIDENCE OF TRAUMA OR DISEASE 
#ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  MIDDEN ACCUMULATED 
OVER THE ABANDONED 3TRUCTURE 	
  "/.% !.$ !.4,%2 
&RASER (UNTER
WITH SPECIES IDENTIlCATIONS BY !NDREW +ITCHENER	
  '%.%2!,
4HE  GREAT  VALUE  OF  THE  #NIP  ASSEMBLAGE  IS  ITS  CLOSE 
CONTEXTUAL DATING 4HIS GIVES IT CONSIDERABLE IMPORTANCE 
IN  THE  WIDER  STUDY  OF  BONE  AND  ANTLER  ARTEFACTS  SO 
MUCH  OF  THE  WEALTH  OF  BONE  FROM  THE 7ESTERN  AND 
.ORTHERN )SLES COMES FROM EARLY EXCAVATIONS WHERE THE 
STRATIlCATION IS UNRELIABLE AND THE DATING OF INDIVIDUAL 
TYPES  AND  WORKING  TECHNIQUES  IS  RESULTINGLY  VAGUE 
7HILE  SOME  TYPES  ARE  UNDENIABLY  LONGLIVED  WITH 
OTHERS WE MAY EXPECT MORE CHRONOLOGICAL CHANGE AND 
THE #NIP MATERIAL WILL BE OF VALUE  FOR  FUTURE  STUDIES 
IN  PROVIDING  SOME  lXED  POINTS  -ANY  OF  THE  TYPES 
REPRESENTED  HERE  ARE  COMMON  ON  WHEELHOUSE  SITES 
AND FREQUENT REFERENCE WILL BE MADE TO THE IMPORTANT 
SURVEY BY (ALLÏN 	 OF THE LARGE ASSEMBLAGES FROM 
THE LONGLIVED WHEELHOUSE SITES AT &OSHIGARRY AND "AC 
-HIC #ONNAIN .ORTH 5IST AS HER WORK SUMMARIZES 
MUCH  OF  THE  AVAILABLE  LITERATURE  /NLY  WITH  MORE 
UNUSUAL ITEMS ARE WIDER PARALLELS SOUGHT
)N TOTAL THERE ARE  BONE AND ANTLER lNDS  OBJECTS 
OR ROUGHOUTS AND  FRAGMENTS OF WORKING DEBRIS	 4HE 
CATALOGUE  ATTEMPTS  TO  CLASSIFY  THE lNDS  IN  FUNCTIONAL 
TERMS USING  THE  FOLLOWING  CATEGORIES MANUFACTURING 
EVIDENCE  TOOLS  ORNAMENTS  LEISURE  lTTINGS  AND 
UNCERTAIN  4ABLE  	  4HIS  HAS  THE  ADVANTAGE  OF 
INTERPRETING  THE  DATA  IN  MORE  HUMAN  TERMS  BUT 
THERE  ARE  SOME  PROBLEMS  )N  PARTICULAR  IT  RISKS 
CREATING  A  CERTAINTY OVER USE WHICH  IS OFTEN  LACKING 
)NTERPRETATION IS HINDERED BY A MODERN UNFAMILIARITY 
WITH THE USES OF BONE TOOLS AND FOR MANY ARTEFACT TYPES 
THE  SUGGESTED  FUNCTIONS  ARE  LITTLE  MORE  THAN  GUESSES 
OR  SPAN  A  RANGE  OF  POSSIBILITIES 4HIS  GREATLY  INHIBITS 
ANY RECONSTRUCTIONS OF  LIFESTYLE AND  IS AN AREA WHICH 
DESERVES MORE THOROUGH APPRAISAL #LARKE  n	 
HAS HIGHLIGHTED THE VALUE OF ETHNOGRAPHIC ANALOGY BUT 
THIS HAS BEEN LITTLE PURSUED 
4HE  UTILIZED  WHALE  BONE  SUFFERS  FROM  PARTICULAR 
DIFlCULTIES 7HILE  IT  WAS  CLEARLY  EXTENSIVELY  USED  AS 

-ATERIAL #ULTURE
A  RESOURCE  THE  SURVIVING  FRAGMENTS  ARE  OFTEN  IN
SUFlCIENT  TO  IDENTIFY  WITH  CERTAINTY  AND  EVEN  WITH 
RELATIVELY INTACT PIECES FUNCTIONS CAN BE QUITE OBSCURE 
-AC'REGOR    	  3OME  CATEGORIES  OF  WHALE 
BONE  ARTEFACT  ARE WELLDElNED  AND WIDESPREAD  IBID 
  	  BUT MANY  SMACK  OF  EXPEDIENCY  IN  THE  USE 
OF AN OCCASIONAL RESOURCE CF (ALLÏN  	 4HE 
SPECIES  EXPLOITED  AT #NIP COMPRISE  SPERM WHALE  AND 
BALEEN WHALES  INCLUDING  A  DElNITE MINKE WHALE  )N 
MOST CASES VERTEBRAE RIBS AND PARTS OF THE SKULL WERE 
USED !LL OF  THESE  SPECIES COMMONLY  STRAND OFFERING 
RESOURCES OF MEAT BLUBBER AND BONE
4HE lNDS GIVE US A NUMBER OF INSIGHTS INTO LIFE AT 
#NIP !NTLER LAND MAMMAL AND CETACEAN BONE WERE 
ALL BEING WORKED ON THE SITE 4HE SURVIVING PRODUCTS 
ARE EVERYDAY RATHER THAN SPECIALIST AND ARE DOMINATED 
BY  A  WIDE  RANGE  OF  TOOLS  SEE  3ECTION  	  WITH 
EVIDENCE OF AGRICULTURE SEE 3ECTION 	 AND THE 
WORKING OF HIDES  SEE 3ECTION 	  TEXTILES  SEE 
3ECTION 	  AND EITHER POTTERY MANUFACTURE OR 
BRONZE  CASTING  SEE  3ECTION  	  4WO  DIFFERENT 
FORMS  OF  COMPOSITE  TOOLS  ARE  ALSO  PRESENT  3& 
3&  3&  )LL  HnJ  SEE  3ECTION  	 
WHERE  A  BONE  OR  ANTLER  SLEEVE  ACTED  AS  A  HOLDER  FOR 
AN  INSERTED  TOOL  TIP  4HIS  HAS  RARELY  BEEN  NOTED 
BEFORE  BUT  A  SURVEY  OF  .-3  COLLECTIONS  REVEALED 
SIMILAR EXAMPLES TO 3& FROM -IDHOWE /RKNEY 
!  #HEARDACH  -HOR  3OUTH  5IST  AND  "ELLOCHBAN 
.ORTH 5IST #ALLANDER  'RANT   lG n 
9OUNG  2ICHARDSON   lG  "EVERIDGE 
  n	  /RNAMENTS  SEE  3ECTION  	  ARE 
REPRESENTED  BY  SIMPLE  PINS  SEE  3ECTION  	 
WHILE A RANGE OF DOMESTIC lXTURES AND lTTINGS WERE 
ALSO BEING PRODUCED
!LL  THE  ABOVE  ARE  WHAT  WOULD  BE  EXPECTED  IN 
A  WHEELHOUSE  4HE  MOST  INTERESTING  ASPECT  OF  THE 
ASSEMBLAGE IS A SMALL NUMBER OF UNUSUAL lNDS 4HEIR 
IDENTIlCATION  IS  NOT  STRAIGHTFORWARD  WITH  DETAILED 
ARGUMENTS  REHEARSED  BELOW  4WO  OF  THE  lNDS  GIVE 
SOME  INSIGHT  INTO  LEISURE  ACTIVITIES  AT  THE  SITE  4HE 
GAMING PIECE 3& )LL B SEE 3ECTION 	 IS 
AN UNUSUAL lND ALTHOUGH THERE IS OTHER EVIDENCE FOR 
BOARD  GAMES  AT  THIS  TIME  BOTH  IN  THE 7ESTERN  )SLES 
AND  ELSEWHERE  IN  3COTLAND  )TS  RELATIVELY  ELABORATE 
SHAPE  SUGGESTS  IT MAY HAVE BEEN  THE EQUIVALENT OF A 
KING PIECE IN A GAME OF STRATEGY "URIAL EVIDENCE FROM 
4!",% 
#OMPOSITION OF THE BONE AND ANTLER ASSEMBLAGE THERE APPEAR TO BE NO SIGNIlCANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PHASES
#ATEGORY  0HASE   0HASE   0HASE   ,ATER   4OTAL
  UNCERTAIN
         
!NTLERWORKING DEBRIS          
"ONEWORKING DEBRIS          
2OUGHOUTS          
4OOLS          
/RNAMENTS          
,EISURE          
&ITTINGS          
-INIATURES          
5NIDENTIlED          
-ISSING           
         
4OTAL          
         
4!",% 
2AW MATERIAL BY PHASE WD  WORKING DEBRIS
0HASE  !NTLER  "ONE  #ETACEAN 5NCERTAIN
   WD   WD   
       
           
            
          
,ATER 
UNCERTAIN          
       
4OTAL             

!NATOMY OF AN )RON !GE 2OUNDHOUSE
ELSEWHERE SUGGESTS BOARD GAMES WERE A PURSUIT OF THE 
WEALTHY AND THIS MAY BE RELEVANT TO THE OCCUPIERS OF 
#NIP ALTHOUGH A WIDER STUDY OF GAMES IN THE 3COTTISH 
)RON  !GE  IS  REQUIRED  4HE  LYRE  TUNING  PEG  3& 
)LL  A  SEE 3ECTION 	  IS  ANOTHER UNUSUAL lND 
WHICH HINTS AT OCCUPANTS OF SOME STATUS 4HE PUTATIVE 
SWORD  MODEL  3&  )LL  D  SEE  3ECTION  	 
WHILE  MORE  TENTATIVE  IS  ANOTHER  UNUSUAL  BUT  NOT 
UNPARALLELED  lND  MOST  LIKELY  TO  REPRESENT  A  VOTIVE 
MINIATURE
4HE  OSTEOLOGICAL  IDENTIlCATIONS  ARE  THE  WORK 
OF  $R  !NDREW  +ITCHENER  .-3  .ATURAL  3CIENCES 
$EPT	  (IS  FULL  REPORT  IS  IN  THE  SITE  ARCHIVE  4ABLE 
 SUMMARIZES THE RESULTS )T IS NOTORIOUSLY HARD TO 
IDENTIFY  lNELY WORKED  PIECES  ESPECIALLY  ITEMS  SUCH 
AS PINS WHERE THE ORIGINAL SURFACES AND FEATURES HAVE 
BEEN WORKED AWAY BUT IT IS LIKELY THAT MANY OF THESE 
ARE OF BONE THE NATURAL FORM OF BONES SUCH AS ULNAE 
AND lBULAE IS WELLSUITED TO PIN MANUFACTURE WHILE 
SUCH ORNAMENTS DO NOT REQUIRE THE STRUCTURAL STRENGTH 
OF ANTLER AND CETACEAN BONE 7ITH THIS MARKED CAVEAT 
THE ASSEMBLAGE  IS DOMINATED BY ANTLER  AND CETACEAN 
BONE  BOTH  NOTED  FOR  THEIR  STRUCTURAL  PROPERTIES 
-AC'REGOR    n	  4HEY  ARE  THUS  GOOD 
CHOICES FOR THE TOOLS WHICH DOMINATE THE ASSEMBLAGE 
4HERE  ARE  PATTERNS WITHIN  THIS  ANVILS  AND WORKING 
SURFACES  ARE  ALL  OF  CETACEAN  BONE  AS  THESE  COMBINE 
RESILIENCE  WITH  LARGE  BONES  OFFERING  mAT  SURFACES 
WHILE  ALL  THE  IDENTIlABLE  HANDLES  ARE  OF  ANTLER 
WHICH AGAIN COMBINES A CONVENIENT SHAPE WITH GOOD 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF STRENGTH AND TOUGHNESS 4HERE 
ARE  NO  CLEAR  PATTERNS  OF  RAW MATERIAL  USE  BY  PHASE 
ALTHOUGH  IT  IS  NOTEWORTHY  THAT  CETACEAN  BONE  WAS 
AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE SITES USE
  -!.5&!#452).' %6)$%.#%
  !NTLERWORKING DEBRIS
4HE  ANTLERWORKING  DEBRIS  ILLUSTRATES  A  TYPICAL 
PRODUCTION  SEQUENCE  WITH  REMOVAL  OF  THE  BASE 
TINES AND TERMINAL POINTS TO CREATE SEGMENTS OF BEAM 
FOR  WORKING  INTO  ARTEFACTS  (ALLÏN    	  4HE 
SURVIVING  BASES  ARE  ALL  BAR  ONE	  FROM  CAST  ANTLERS 
AND ALL APPEAR TO BE FROM YOUNG ANIMALS OR DEER WITH 
POORLY  DEVELOPED  ANTLERS  TYPICAL  OF  FREERANGING 
3COTTISH RED DEER TODAY 3OME TINES WERE SUBSEQUENTLY 
USED  FOR  ARTEFACTS  SUCH  AS  HANDLES  3&  )LL  G 
SEE  3ECTION  	  BUT  MOST  WERE  DISCARDED  4HE 
MAIN  TECHNIQUE  USED  IN  DISMEMBERING  THE  ANTLER 
WAS  BY  CIRCUMFERENTIAL  SAWING  THROUGH  THE  CORTEX 
AND  THEN  SNAPPING  A  TYPICAL  APPROACH  (ALLÏN  OP 
CIT  -AC'REGOR    lG  	  BUT  CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
KNIFECUTTING  IS  ALSO  REPRESENTED  3&  3&	  AS 
IS  CHOPPING  BY  KNIFE  FOR  SMALL  TINES  EG  3&	  AND 
AXE  3&	  )N  ONE  INSTANCE  THERE  ARE  CRUSHMARKS 
FROM  INEFFECTIVE	  USE  OF  A  SMALL  HAMMER  3&	 
4HERE IS NO CHRONOLOGICAL PATTERNING TO THE DIFFERENT 
TECHNIQUES
3OME OF  THE OFFCUTS  SAW EXPEDIENT USE 4HERE  ARE 
EXAMPLES USED  AS WORKING  SURFACES  3&  )LL C 
SEE  3ECTION    AND  3&F 	 WHILE  ON  3&  THE 
FRACTURE  SURFACE  WAS  HOLLOWED  SUGGESTING  USE  AS  A 
CONVENIENT SUPPORT OR TEMPORARY HANDLE
/NLY PIECES OF ANTLER WITH WORKING EVIDENCE WERE 
STUDIED UNWORKED ANTLERS OR FRAGMENTARY PIECES WITH 
NO  SURVIVING  TOOL  TRACES  WERE  NOT  CONSIDERED  4HE 
WORKING DEBRIS IS FOUND THROUGHOUT 0HASES n
"!3%3 .	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
0ROXIMAL END OF CAST ANTLER BROKEN AT BOTH ENDS "EZ 
TINE  REMOVED  BY  KNIFECUTTING  AND  SNAPPING /THER 
WORKING  TRACES  DESTROYED  ,  MM  #ONTEXT   
"LOCK  0HASE  OCCUPATION DEPOSITS WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 
	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3&" NOT ILLUSTRATED	
3HED  BASE  AND  BROW  TINE  DETACHED  BY  SAWING  AND 
SNAPPING  ,  MM #ONTEXT   "LOCK    0HASE   
OCCUPATION DEPOSITS WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 	 SEE 3ECTION 
	
3&& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
3HED  BASE  DETACHED  ABOVE  BEZ  TINE  BY  SAWING  AND 
SNAPPING TINES REMOVED BY CHOPPING 3CATTERED KNIFE 
CUTS OVER ONE SURFACE SUGGEST EXPEDIENT USE AS WORKING 
SURFACE     MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE 
 OCCUPATION DEPOSITS WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 	 SEE 3ECTION 
	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
#AST  ANTLER  BASE  DETACHED  FROM  REST  OF  ANTLER 
BY  CIRCUMFERENTIAL  KNIFECUTTING  AND  SNAPPING 
     MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE  "AY 
 OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
3HED BASE AND LOWER BEAM THE BROW TINE CUT OFF BEZ 
TINE INTACT 0UNCH MARKS AT BEAMBROW TINE JUNCTION 
FROM  EXPEDIENT  USE  AS  A  WORKING  SURFACE  7ORN  , 
C MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE  CENTRAL AREA 
OF 7HEELHOUSE 	

-ATERIAL #ULTURE
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
3HED ANTLER BASE BROKEN DETACHED ABOVE THE BEZ TINE 
BY CHOPPING AND SNAPPING THE TINES WERE LEFT  INTACT 
  MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  3TRUCTURE 
 WALLING	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
$ISCARDED  BASE  OF  A  BUTCHERED  ANTLER  CHOPPED  AND 
SNAPPED  BELOW  THE  TINES  4HE  FRACTURE  SURFACE  WAS 
PARTLY HOLLOWED OUT PERHAPS TO SERVE AS AN EXPEDIENT 
HANDLE  OR  SUPPORT  ,  MM  7  MM  4  MM 
#ONTEXT  "LOCK  ,ATER !CTIVITY UPPER lLL OVER 
3TRUCTURE  ENTRANCE EXTENSION	 SEE 3ECTION 	
"%!- 3%'-%.43 .	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
"EAM  SEGMENT  UNUSED WITH  CHOPMARKS  AT  ONE  END 
FROM  DETACHMENT  OTHER  END  BROKEN  ,  MM 7 
MM  4  MM  #ONTEXT    "LOCK  B  0HASE   
CENTRAL AREA OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
"EAM  SEGMENT  WORN  %NDS  DAMAGED  POSSIBLE  SAW
CUT AT ONE END 4REZ TINE REMOVED BY KNIFECUTTING , 
MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE  CENTRAL AREA 
OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
"EAM  PORTION  ENDS  BROKEN  TREZ  TINE  REMOVED  BY 
KNIFECUTTING $IFFERENTIATED FROM THE OTHER lND FROM 
C    ON  THE  GROUNDS  OF  ITS  LESS  WORN  CONDITION  , 
MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE  CENTRAL AREA 
OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
$%4!#(%$ 4).%3 .	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
"ROW  TINE  DETACHED  BY  CIRCUMFERENTIAL  SAWING  AND 
SNAPPING , MM #ONTEXT   "LOCK  0HASE  
WALL PACKING IN 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4INE  DETACHED  BY  CIRCUMFERENTIAL  SAWING  AND 
SNAPPING  ,  MM #ONTEXT   "LOCK  B 0HASE   
CENTRAL AREA OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4INE  BROKEN  &AINT  KNIFECUT  NEAR  BASE  OTHERWISE 
WORKING TRACES DESTROYED , MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK 
 0HASE  ENTRANCE AREA WALLING OF 3TRUCTURE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
"ROW  TINE  DETACHED  BY  CIRCUMFERENTIAL  SAWING  AND 
SNAPPING , MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK A 0HASE  
CENTRAL AREA OF 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4ERMINAL PORTION OF TINE DETACHED BY CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
SAWING AND  SNAPPING , MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK 
A  0HASE    "AY    OF  7HEELHOUSE  	  SEE  3ECTION 
	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4INE  DETACHED  BY  SAWING  AND  SNAPPING  ,  MM 
#ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  7HEELHOUSE  WALL
PACKING	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4INE  FRAGMENT  DETACHED  BY  SAWING  AND  SNAPPING 
SOME KNIFE CUTS ON SURFACE , MM "LOCK  0HASE  
3TRUCTURE 	
4%2-).!,3 .	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4ERMINAL PORTION OF ANTLER REMOVED BY ANGLED CHOPS 
WITH AN AXE 4IPS OF TINES BROKEN , MM #ONTEXT 
  "LOCK    0HASE    OCCUPATION  DEPOSITS  WITHIN 
3TRUCTURE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3&# NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4ERMINAL  DETACHED  BY  SAWING  AND  SNAPPING  WITH 
TRACES OF  INCIPIENT  SAWING  ROUND ONE OF  THE BRANCHED 
TINES     MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  
OCCUPATION DEPOSITS WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 	  SEE 3ECTION 
	
3&$ NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4ERMINAL  WITH  THREE  POINTS  REMOVED  BY  SAWING  AND 
SNAPPING   MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  
OCCUPATION DEPOSITS WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 	  SEE 3ECTION 
	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4ERMINAL PORTION OF ANTLER REMOVED BY CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
SAWING AND SNAPPING , MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK 
B 0HASE  "AY  OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
/4(%2 .	
3&! NOT ILLUSTRATED	
3HED ANTLER UNMODIlED APART FROM SOME WORKING OF 
ALL THE TINE TIPS FOR UNCERTAIN PURPOSES AND REMOVAL OF 
THE TERMINAL TINES 4HE BOW TINE HAS A NOTCH CUT INTO IT 

!NATOMY OF AN )RON !GE 2OUNDHOUSE
THE BEZ TINE HAS THE TIP REMOVED IN A CONCAVE FACET THE 
TREZ TINE HAS THE TIP REMOVED A DEEPER CONCAVE FACET 
AND  A  SHALLOW MARGINAL  GROOVE  INCISED  ON  ONE  SIDE 
4HE END OF THE BEAM IS SLIGHTLY HOLLOWED 4HE PURPOSE 
OF  THIS WORKING  IS UNCLEAR ,  MM #ONTEXT  
"LOCK  0HASE  OCCUPATION DEPOSITS WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 
	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
0ARTLY WORKED POORLY DEVELOPED SHED ANTLER THE BROW 
TINE PARTLY CUT OFF AND PART OF THE CROWN REMOVED IN AN 
ANGLED CUT 5PPER END BROKEN BUT THERE WERE ATTEMPTS 
TO REMOVE THE TREZ TINE WITH CHOP MARKS AND UNUSUALLY 
CRUSH MARKS AROUND ITS BASE ,  MM CROWN $  
MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK A 0HASE A DEPOSITS IN "AY 
 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
  "ONEWORKING DEBRIS
!NIMAL  BONEWORKING  DEBRIS  IS  SPARSE  AND  NON
DIAGNOSTIC BUT ENOUGH TO INDICATE ONSITE UTILIZATION OF 
BONE FOR TOOLS 4HE FEW FRAGMENTS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH 
3TRUCTURE  0HASE 	 AND 7HEELHOUSE  0HASE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
3PLIT LONGBONE FRAGMENT NOTCH CUT AT ONE END OTHER 
WORN  ,  MM 7  MM  4  MM #ONTEXT   
"LOCK    0HASE    lLL  OF  3TRUCTURE  	  SEE  3ECTION 
	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
3PLIT LONGBONE FRAGMENT , MM 7 MM 4 MM 
#ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  lLL OF 3TRUCTURE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
0ROXIMAL END OF LONGBONE SHAFT WITH EXTENSIVE KNIFE
CUTS WHERE  THE  REST OF  THE BONE WAS DETACHED 4HIS 
PORTION  WAS  THEN  DISCARDED  ALTHOUGH  A  SERIES  OF 
lNE  PUNCHMARKS  AT  THE  ARTICULAR  END  INDICATE 
IT  SAW  EXPEDIENT  USE  AS  A  WORKING  SURFACE  3LIGHT 
CHARRING AT ARTICULAR END , MM 7 MM 4 
MM  #ONTEXT    "LOCK  B  0HASE    "AY    OF 
7HEELHOUSE 	 
  2OUGHOUTS
3& )LL A	
7HALE  BONE  ROUGHOUT  OR  STOPPER  !PPROXIMATELY 
CYLINDRICAL  BLOCK  COVERED  IN  KNIFETRIMMING 
TOOLMARKS #OULD BE  EITHER  A BLANK  FOR  AN UNCERTAIN 
OBJECT OR A STOPPER FOR AN ORGANIC CONTAINER ,  MM 
$    MM #ONTEXT    "LOCK    0HASE    WALL 
PACKING OF 3TRUCTURE 	
3& )LL B	
7HALE  BONE  ROUGHOUT  THE  PLANOCONVEX  SECTION 
SUGGESTING  IT  WAS  A  RIB  3URFACES  TRIMMED  BY  KNIFE 
OR GOUGE ONE END  ROUGHLY  ANGLED BY A GOUGE  WITH 
BLADE MM 7	  THE OTHER  SAWN AND SAPPED +NIFE
TRIMMING  AT  THIS  END  AFTER  SAWING  INDICATES  THIS WAS 
A  ROUGHOUT  RATHER  THAN  AN  OFFCUT      MM 
#ONTEXT    AREA  $  "LOCK    0HASE    OCCUPATION 
DEPOSITS WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 	
3&! )LL C	
5NlNISHED HANDLE !NTLER BEAM SEGMENT DETACHED 
BY CIRCUMFERENTIAL SAWING AND SNAPPING AT EACH END 
BROKEN  TINE  STILL  ATTACHED  CANCELLOUS  TISSUE  CRUDELY 
HOLLOWED IN BEAM AND TINE SUGGESTING USE AS HANDLE 
, MM *OINS 3&B #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE 
 lLL OF 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3&" )LL C	
(ANDLE  ROUGHOUT  !NTLER  BEAM  SEGMENT  DETACHED 
BY CIRCUMFERENTIAL  SAWING AND  SNAPPING AT EACH END 
#ANCELLOUS  TISSUE  PARTHOLLOWED  AT  ONE  END  TO  TAKE 
TANG  BUT  ABANDONED  BEFORE  COMPLETION  ,  MM 
*OINS 3& A #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE   lLL OF 
7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
5NlNISHED  WORKED  WHALE  BONE  FRAGMENT  WITH 
ONE  FACE  AND  BOTH  ENDS  BROKEN  4WO  PERPENDICULAR 
FACES  AND  ONE  ANGLED  ONE  BEAR  KNIFETRIMMING 
FACETS  "ROKEN  OFF  AN  UNIDENTIlED  ARTEFACT  PERHAPS 
UNlNISHED , MM 7 MM 4 MM #ONTEXT 
 "LOCK B 0HASE  "AY  OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
7ORKED LENGTH OF WHALE BONE SPLIT FROM LARGER BONE 
7EAR OBSCURES WORKING TRACES AND IT IS UNCLEAR IF THE 
SPLITTING WAS DELIBERATE OR ACCIDENTAL %NDS WORN AND 
PROBABLY NOT ORIGINAL /NE FACE IS mAT WITH EXTENSIVE 
KNIFETRIMMING  FACETS  THE  CURVED  CORTICAL  FACE  IS 
KNIFETRIMMED mAT AT ONE END AND BEARS THREE SINGLE 
CHOPMARKS MM APART ALONG THE EDGE WHERE IT MEETS 
THE CUT FACE 0ROBABLY BROKEN OFF AN UNIDENTIlED LARGER 
OBJECT THE CHOPMARKS PERHAPS MARKING OUT THE BLANK 
, MM 7 MM 4 MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK 
B 0HASE  "AY  OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& )LL D	
5NlNISHED WHALE BONE VESSEL &RAGMENT PROBABLY OF 
A VERTEBRA WITH THE EPIPHYSEAL SURFACE AT ONE END THE 
OTHER END IS CUT AT AN ANGLE WITH A HEAVY BLADED TOOL 

-ATERIAL #ULTURE
WITH THE CENTRE BEING HOLLOWED BY HEAVY ANGULAR CUTS 
WHEN  THE  OBJECT  BROKE (  MM  SURVIVING  CHORD 
LENGTH MM SURVIVING RADIAL WIDTH MM #ONTEXT 
 "LOCK A 0HASE  "AY  OF 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 
3ECTION 	
3& )LL E	
!NTLER  TINE  ROUGHOUT  4HE  END  IS  NOW  BROKEN  BUT 
SHOWS SLIGHT HOLLOWING OF THE CANCELLOUS TISSUE 4HERE 
HAS BEEN AN UNlNISHED ATTEMPT TO CUT THE TINE MM 
FROM  THE  BROKEN  END  BY  SAWCUT  CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
GROOVING SNAPPED OFF IN ONE AREA ONLY 3OME  MM 
ABOVE THIS GROOVE ARE SOME SHALLOW KNIFECUT NOTCHES 
ONE QUITE LARGE )T IS UNCLEAR WHAT THE INTENDED PRODUCT 
WAS  ,  MM  $  MM  #ONTEXT    "LOCK   
0HASE  MIDDEN ACCUMULATION OVER 3TRUCTURE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
3UBCYLINDRICAL FACETED LENGTH OF CETACEAN CANCELLOUS 
TISSUE BROKEN AT ONE END mAT AT THE OTHER 0ERHAPS A 
PEG  IN COURSE OF MANUFACTURE , MM $ MM 
#ONTEXT UNKNOWN "LOCK  0HASE 
3& )LL F  	
"ROKEN  SUBOVAL  CETACEAN BONE OBJECT WITH NATURAL 
CORTEX  ON  ONE  SIDE  THE  OTHER  SPLIT  THROUGH  THE 
CANCELLOUS  TISSUE  4HE  EDGE  IS  BEVELLED  BY  BROAD 
KNIFECUTS  ON  TWO  EDGES  AND  MORE  CRUDELY  CUT 
AND  SNAPPED  ON  THE  OTHERS  ONE  CORNER  IS  MISSING 
APPARENTLY ACCIDENTALLY DETACHED BY AN OVERVIGOROUS 
CHOP .O EVIDENCE OF USE THIS IS A ROUGHOUT BROKEN 
IN COURSE OF MANUFACTURE , MM 7 MM 4 
MM &OUND WITH AN AMORPHOUS LUMP OF CORTICAL 
TISSUE  APPARENTLY  UNWORKED      MM	 
#ONTEXT    "LOCK  B  0HASE    CENTRAL  AREA  OF 
7HEELHOUSE 	
  4//,3
  !GRICULTURECONSTRUCTION
3& )LL A	
-ATTOCK  OR  SIMILAR  TOOL  7EDGE  OF  CETACEAN  BONE 
BROKEN AND WORN AT THE BUTT END WITH A CURVED BLADE 
EDGE AT THE OTHER ASYMMETRICAL THROUGH WEAR ! BAND 
OF WEAR POLISH IS VISIBLE ALONG THE EDGE ON BOTH FACES 
MORE DEVELOPED ON THE CANCELLOUS FACE 4HE STRENGTH 
AND  RESILIENCE  OF  WHALE  BONE  MADE  IT  APPROPRIATE 
FOR  HEAVYDUTY  TOOLS  SUCH  AS  ARD  POINTS  2EES   
	  SPADES  #RAWFORD    n	  MATTOCKS  AND 
HOES  "ALLIN  3MITH    n	  $AMAGE  INHIBITS 
IDENTIlCATION  BUT  THE  MORPHOLOGY  AND  WEAR  ARE 
CONSISTENT WITH USE IN A CHOPPING MOTION SUGGESTING 
IT  WAS  A  MATTOCK  FOR  AGRICULTURAL  OR  CONSTRUCTION 
PURPOSES  ,  MM 7  MM  4  MM  #ONTEXT 
  "LOCK    0HASE    MIDDEN  DEPOSIT  FORMED  IN 
HOLLOW NEXT TO WALL 3TRUCTURE 	
  (IDE WORKING
3& )LL B	
!WL CREATED BY MAKING AN ANGLED CUT ACROSS THE SHAFT 
OF  A  TIBIA  AND  ABRADING  THE  RESULTING  POINT  TO  SHAPE 
THE ABRASION SCARS ARE STILL CLEARLY VISIBLE ALTHOUGH THE 
TIP ITSELF SHOWS SOME WEAR ! COMMON )RON !GE TYPE 
(ALLÏN    	  ,  MM 7 MM 4 MM 
5NSTRATIlED  SECTION  COLLAPSE  ABOVE  3TRUCTURE    SO 
MOST LIKELY 0HASE 	
3& )LL C	
&LENSING KNIFE %LONGATED THIN BLADE MADE FROM SPLIT 
METATARSUS 4HE NATURALLY HOLLOW PROXIMAL END NOW 
BROKEN ACTED AS A HANDLE OR HANDLE SOCKET 4HE BLADE 
IS HIGHLY POLISHED ALL OVER FROM USE -ORPHOLOGICALLY 
THIS  IS  CLOSE  TO  DAGGER  BEATERS  USED  WHEN  WEAVING 
ON  AN  UPRIGHT  LOOM  TO  BEAT  THE  WEFT  INTO  PLACE 
-AC'REGOR  n	  THE HIGH DEGREE OF POLISH 
IS  CONSISTENT  WITH  THIS  (OWEVER  THIS  INTERPRETATION 
IS UNLIKELY  AS  THE  SHARPNESS OF  THE EDGES WOULD HAVE 
DAMAGED THE THREADS CF 3& 3ECTION 	 )T IS 
BETTER  INTERPRETED  AS  A  SPECIALIZED  KNIFE  PERHAPS  FOR 
mENSING AS IT WOULD HAVE LESS RISK OF DAMAGING THE HIDE 
THAN AN IRON BLADE 4HERE ARE COMPARABLE lNDS FROM 
$UN -OR 6AUL -AC+IE  	 AND !#HEARDACH 
-HOR 9OUNG  2ICHARDSON   AND lG   
THE SUGGESTED FUNCTION FOR SCOOPING OUT SHELLlSH SEEMS 
UNLIKELY	  ,  MM 7  MM  4  MM  #ONTEXT 
 "LOCK  0HASE  DEPOSIT WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4IP OF POLISHER OF CETACEAN BONE "ROKEN ROUNDED TIP 
OF  AN  IMPLEMENT  LENTOID  IN  SECTION  USEPOLISH  ON 
THE CORTICAL  TISSUE SUGGESTS  IT  FUNCTIONED AS A POLISHER 
PERHAPS  IN HIDEWORKING CF (ALLÏN   )LL  	 , 
 MM 7  MM 4  MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK A 
0HASE    CENTRAL  AREA  OF 7HEELHOUSE  	  SEE  3ECTION 
	
  4EXTILE WORKING
3& )LL A	
.EEDLE WITH BROKEN TIP 4HE SHAFT IS OVOID IN SECTION 
mATTENING AT THE SQUARED HEAD BICONICAL PERFORATION $ 

!NATOMY OF AN )RON !GE 2OUNDHOUSE
),,5342!4)/. 
2OUGHOUTS A	 3& B	 3& C	 3&A AND 3&B D	 3& E	 3& F  	 3&

-ATERIAL #ULTURE
  MM WITH NO  TRACES OF WEAR , MM HEAD 
  MM  SHAFT    MM  #ONTEXT    "LOCK   
0HASE  3TRUCTURE  WALLING	
3& )LL B	
"EATER  TIP &LAT  RECTANGULARSECTIONED  SHAFT  TAPERING 
TO  A  mAT  POINT  HIGHLY  POLISHED  ALL  OVER  AND  TIP 
ROUNDED  !LTHOUGH  ITS  FRAGMENTARY  NATURE  INHIBITS 
INTERPRETATION  THE  POLISH  AND  LACK  OF  SHARP  EDGES 
SUGGEST THIS WAS A BEATER USED IN WEAVING -AC'REGOR 
  n	  , MM  SHAFT    MM  #ONTEXT 
  "LOCK    0HASE    THRESHOLD  DEPOSIT  FOR 
3TRUCTURE 	
3& )LL C	
,ONGHANDLED  COMB OF  CETACEAN  BONE  UNDECORATED 
WITH  AN  EXPANDED  @lSHTAIL  BUTT  END  4HE  TOOTHED 
END IS EXPANDED AND ORIGINALLY BORE PROBABLY  TEETH 
WITH THE OUTER ONE ON EITHER SIDE NOW BROKEN AND TWO 
MORE LACKING THEIR TIPS 4HE SURVIVING TEETH LIE IN THE 
SAME PLANE AND ARE AN ALMOST CONSTANT LENGTH 4HEY ARE 
RECTANGULAR IN SECTION THE TIPS BEING ROUNDED FROM USE 
AND BEARING WEARPOLISH ONE ALSO HAS FAINT TRANSVERSE 
GROOVES ON ONE FACE
 4HERE HAS BEEN AN EXTENDED AND ASYET UNRESOLVED 
DEBATE  OVER  THE  FUNCTIONS	  OF  LONGHANDLED  COMBS 
WITH  THE MAIN  OPTIONS  BEING  HAIRCOMBS  OR  A  RANGE 
OF  POSSIBLE  USES  IN  TEXTILE  MANUFACTURE  (ODDER   
(EDGES    3ELLWOOD    n  #OLES   
n	 .O CONSENSUS HAS BEEN  REACHED  AND  INDEED 
THE  RANGE  OF  SHAPES  SIZES  AND  WEAR  PATTERNS  MUST 
IMPLY A RANGE OF USES 4HE TYPE IS COMMON IN !TLANTIC 
3COTLAND (ODDER  (EDGES  n (ALLÏN  
n	  ,  MM  7  MM  4  MM  #ONTEXT 
 "LOCK A 0HASE  "AY  OF 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 
3ECTION 	
  0OTTERY MANUFACTURE OR BRONZE CASTING
3& )LL D	
-ODELLING  TOOL  "ONE  HIGHLY  POLISHED  WITH  ONE 
SPATULATE  mATTENED  END  THE  OTHER  TERMINATING  IN 
A  BLUNT  POINT  )T  SEEMS  TOO  lNE  FOR  HIDEWORKING 
AND  WAS  PROBABLY  USED  IN  FORMING  WAX  MODELS  FOR 
LOSTWAX  BRONZE  CASTING  OR  SHAPING  AND  DECORATING 
POTTERY  (ALLÏN  	 , MM 7 MM 4 
MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE   WITHIN WALL 
3TRUCTURE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
-ODELLING TOOL "ROKEN WITH A THIN SUBRECTANGULAR 
SHAFT EXPANDING INTO A mAT SPATULATE END 4HE WORKING 
),,5342!4)/. 
4OOLS A	 3& B	 3& C	 3&
EDGE  HAS  SLIGHT  USEPOLISH  AND  ABRASION  SCARS  FROM 
REPAIR OR REWORKING 4OOLMARKS OF KNIVES AND ABRASIVES 
USED  IN  SHAPING  THE  TOOL  ARE  VISIBLE  ,  MM  SHAFT 
  MM  END 7  MM  #ONTEXT    "LOCK   
0HASE  WALL PACKING OF 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 
	
  5NATTRIBUTED n HANDLES
3& )LL E  	
$ECORATED  HANDLE  WITH  A  LONGITUDINAL  PERFORATION 
WHERE  THE  CANCELLOUS  TISSUE  HAS  BEEN  HOLLOWED  OUT 

!NATOMY OF AN )RON !GE 2OUNDHOUSE
/NE END IS WELLlNISHED AND ROUNDED OFF THE THINNER 
END  IS MORE  UNEVEN WITH  SAW  CUTS  AND  RIDGES  FROM 
CUTTING  TO  SHAPE  SUGGESTING  IT  WAS  COVERED  BY  THE 
CAPPING OF THE TANG WHEN IN USE $ECORATION COMPRISES 
THREE  DIAGONAL  GROOVES  NEAR  THE  THINNER  END  THEIR 
SHALLOW ROUND SECTION INDICATING USE OF AN ENGRAVING 
TOOL SUCH AS A SCORPER -ARYON   	 , MM 
$   MM PERFORATION $ nMM #ONTEXT  
"LOCK  POSTABANDONMENT SAND OVERBURDEN	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
(ANDLE #URVED ANTLER TINE WITH TAPERING HOLLOW FOR 
TANG AT CURVED END MM DEEP AND UP TO MM $ 
#RACKS RADIATE FROM THIS HOLLOW FROM STRESS DURING USE 
! SLIGHT SURFACE DEPRESSION AT THE FAR END MAY REPRESENT 
AN ABANDONED HOLLOWING ATTEMPT 0RONOUNCED KNIFE
CUTTING MARKS ON TWO AREAS ARE PRESUMABLY SECONDARY 
,  MM  $  MM  #ONTEXT    "LOCK    0HASE 
    JAMMED  INTO  PIER  ON  NORTH  SIDE  OF  ENTRANCE  IN 
7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
(ANDLE FRAGMENT !NTLER BEAM FRAGMENT SAWN SQUARE 
AT ONE END WITH THE INTERIOR HOLLOWED ORIGINAL FORM 
AND LENGTH UNCLEAR     MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK 
 0HASE  MAIN ENCLOSING WALL OF 3TRUCTURE 	
  5NATTRIBUTED n COMPOSITE TOOL HEADS
3& )LL F  	
3MALL  PICK  WITH  HOLLOWED  TIP  #AST  ANTLER  BASE  AND 
LOWER BEAM CHOPPED OFF FROM REST OF ANTLER "EZ TINE 
REMOVED  BY  CUTTING  AND  SNAPPING 4IP  OF  BROW  TINE 
REMOVED AND A SMALL SOCKET HOLLOWED PERHAPS TO TAKE 
A METAL	 TIP FOR USE AS A lNE PICK PERHAPS FOR USE AS 
A PUNCH , MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE  
"AY  OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& )LL G	
3OCKETED TOOL HEAD #YLINDRICAL ANTLER BEAM SEGMENT 
SPLIT  LONGITUDINALLY )T IS ROUGHLY lNISHED WITH KNIFE 
FACETS  UNSMOOTHED  APART  FROM  SOME  LIMITED  lLING 
BUT  THE  ENDS  HAVE  BEEN  SMOOTHED  TO  REMOVE  THE 
ROUGH  EDGES  FROM CUTTING  IT  TO  SIZE 4HERE  IS  A  SUB
CIRCULAR CENTRAL TRANSVERSE PERFORATION $ MM	 AND A 
SOMEWHAT  IRREGULAR  LONGITUDINAL PERFORATION VARYING 
FROM nMM $ 4HE ENDS SHOW SLIGHT EDGEmAKING 
AND BURRING  CONSISTENT WITH  A  STRIKING  FUNCTION  AND 
ALTHOUGH THE ROUND HOLE IS UNUSUAL FOR THIS	 IT SEEMS 
PLAUSIBLE  THAT A HANDLE WAS  INSERTED  IN  THE  TRANSVERSE 
HOLE WITH TOOL POINTS BEING lTTED INTO THE LONGITUDINAL 
HOLLOWS  ,  MM  7  MM  4  MM  &OUND  IN 
FRAGMENTS IN TWO DIFFERENT CONTEXTS  AND  BOTH 
IN "AY  OF 7HEELHOUSE  "LOCK B 0HASE 	
3& )LL H	
3MALL PICK WITH HOLLOWED TIP ,OWER PORTION OF A SHED 
ANTLER WITH  A  SMALL  HOLLOW  $  MM  DEPTH  MM	 
IN  THE  TIP OF  THE BROW  TINE PERHAPS  TO  FUNCTION AS  A 
DELICATE PUNCH OR TO HOLD A lNE TOOL TIP AS WITH 3& 
!N ANGLED CUT ACROSS THE SHAFT EXPOSED THE CANCELLOUS 
TISSUE  THIS  WAS  HOLLOWED  OUT  TO  CREATE  SPACE  FOR  A 
LENTOIDSECTIONED HANDLE C   MM IN SECTION	 )T 
APPARENTLY  SAW  LITTLE  USE  SURVIVING  CANCELLOUS  TISSUE 
IN  THE  INTERIOR  IS  UNDAMAGED  AND  A  HOLE  BELOW  THE 
TINE SUGGESTS THE HANDLE SPLIT THE SOCKET HERE 3HAFT , 
MM TINE , MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK ! 0HASE 
A BROWN SAND DEPOSIT ACROSS "AY  7HEELHOUSE 	 
SEE 3ECTION 	
  5NATTRIBUTED n WORKING SURFACESANVILS
3& )LL A	
&LAT CETACEAN PLAQUE 3PLIT  FROM SKULL  SLIGHTLY CURVED 
AND EXPANDED TOWARDS ONE END WHERE IT IS BROKEN %DGES 
AND SURVIVING END ARE TRIMMED STRAIGHT NOTCH CUT INTO 
INTACT END !REA OF WEAR AT NARROW END OF CORTICAL FACE 
SUGGESTS USE  AS  A WORKING  SURFACE OR  SUPPORT OF  SOME 
SORT THERE ARE SOME CUTMARKS AT THE OPPOSITE END , 
MM 7 MM 4 MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  
0HASE  OCCUPATION DEPOSITS WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 	
3& )LL B	
#HOPPING  BOARD  #ETACEAN  LEFT  ULNA  FRAGMENTED  AT 
DISTAL  END 5NMODIlED  APART  FROM  A  SERIES  OF  CHOP
MARKS  AT  THE  DISTAL  END  TYPICALLY  nMM  LONG 
IMPLYING USE AS SOME FORM OF CHOPPING BOARD ,  
MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  DUMPED MATERIAL 
SEALING OCCUPATION WITHIN 3TRUCTURE 	
3& )LL C	
3UPPORT FOR CHOPPING #ETACEAN BONE WITH ONE END 
THE NATURAL EPIPHYSEAL SURFACE AND THE OTHER CHOPPED 
AT  AN  ANGLE  3URFACE  COVERED  IN  HEAVY  CHOPMARKS 
SOME DEEP PROBABLY FROM AN AXE 4HE QUANTITY AND 
EXTENSIVE SCATTER INDICATES THEY ARE NOT FROM BUTCHERY 
AND SUGGESTS EXPEDIENT USE AS A SUPPORT FOR CHOPPING 
, MM 7 MM ( MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK 
B 0HASE  CENTRAL AREA OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
#HOPPING BOARD FRAGMENT OF CETACEAN BONE &LAT SLICE 
SPLIT FROM A LARGER BONE WITH lNE KNIFEMARKS ACROSS 

-ATERIAL #ULTURE
THE  SURFACE  4HE  INTACT  EDGE  AND 
TRIANGULAR  TIP  ARE  KNIFECUT  OTHER 
EDGES LOST 4HE THICKNESS TAPERS FROM 
THE  POINT  ,  MM  7  MM  4 
nMM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE 
  LAYER  COVERING WESTERN  INTERIOR  OF 
3TRUCTURE 	
3& )LL D	
#ETACEAN LIMB BONE USED AS AN ANVIL OR 
WORKING SURFACE TRACES OF RECTANGULAR 
SLOTS OR BROKEN MORTICES AT EITHER END 
IMPLY IT WAS lRMLY HELD IN AN ANVIL OR 
WORKBENCH  +NIFECUTS  ARE  SCATTERED 
OVER  THE  SURFACES  ONE  SURFACE  IS 
DAMAGED  PROBABLY  FROM  USE	 WHILE 
THE  OPPOSITE  FACE  HAS  CRUSHMARKS 
FROM  LIMITED  BUT  HEAVYDUTY  USE  , 
MM 7 MM 4 MM #ONTEXT 
 "LOCK  0HASE  7HEELHOUSE  
ENTRANCE	 SEE 3ECTION 	
  5NATTRIBUTED n MISCELLANEOUS
3& )LL E	
$OUBLEENDED  FORKED  IMPLEMENT 
LACKING  ONE  PRONG  MADE  FROM  A 
NATURALLY HOLLOWED BONE 4HE PRONGS 
ARE SOME MM LONG THOSE AT ONE END 
BEAR SLIGHT USEPOLISH 4HIS IS A WELL
KNOWN  BUT  ENIGMATIC  TYPE  WITH  A 
RANGE OF SUGGESTED USES FROM TWINING 
THREADS  TO  REMOVING  HOOKS  FROM 
lSH  THROATS  (ALLÏN    	  4HE 
GENERIC  WEAR  ON  THIS  EXAMPLE  OFFERS 
LITTLE HELP IN INTERPRETATION , MM 
7 MM 4 MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE  
"AY  OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& )LL F  	
0EG  OR  PUNCH  4INE  WITH  THE  END  SQUARED  AND  THE 
SURFACES  KNIFETRIMMED  AND  SMOOTHED  CREATING  AN 
IRREGULAR CYLINDER WITH A BROKEN TIP 4HE SQUARED END 
IS mATTENED AND COMPACTED SUGGESTING USE AS A PEG OR A 
PUNCH , MM $   MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK 
A 0HASE A SAND DEPOSIT ACROSS "AY  7HEELHOUSE 	 
SEE 3ECTION 	
3& )LL G	
0EG OR POINT 4INE  THE  END  SQUARED  AND  THE  SURFACE 
LIGHTLY TRIMMED IN PLACES 4HE TIP HAS BEEN SHARPENED 
BY TWO CUT FACETS SUGGESTING USE AS A PEG OR A POINT 
THERE  ARE  NO  VISIBLE  USETRACES  TO  SUPPORT  THE  LATTER 
FUNCTION , MM $   M #ONTEXT  "LOCK 
A 0HASE A SAND DEPOSIT ACROSS "AY  7HEELHOUSE 	 
SEE 3ECTION 	
3EE 2OUGHOUTS 3ECTION 	 FOR 3& A POSSIBLE 
STOPPER
  /2.!-%.43
  0INS
4HE ONLY ORNAMENTS IN THE ASSEMBLAGE ARE FASTENERS IN 
THE FORM OF PINS AND POINTPINS 4HE LATTER TERM IS USED 
FOR POINTS WHICH ARE WELLlNISHED ALL OVER BUT LACK THE 
lNE lNISH OF PINS &OXON    (ALLÏN  
	 4HE lNENESS OF THE EXAMPLES BELOW SUGGESTS THEY 
WERE USED AS PINS 4YPICALLY FOR THE -IDDLE )RON !GE 
),,5342!4)/. 
4OOLS CONTINUED A	 3& B	 3& C	 3& D	 3& E	 3& F  	 3& G	 3&
H	 3&

!NATOMY OF AN )RON !GE 2OUNDHOUSE
),,5342!4)/. 
4OOLS CONTINUED A	 3& B	 3& C	 3& D	 3& E	 3& F  	 3& G	 3&

-ATERIAL #ULTURE
NONE OF THE PINS ARE DECORATED 7HILE THE PERFORATED 
EXAMPLE WAS UNDOUBTEDLY  A  CLOTHES  FASTENER  THE  REST 
COULD FUNCTION EITHER IN CLOTHING OR HAIR 
3& )LL A	
"ROKEN  POINTPIN  LACKING  HEAD  4HE  SHAFT  IS  SUB
RECTANGULAR  IN  SECTION  TAPERING  GRADUALLY  TO  THE  TIP 
4HE  lNISH  IS  POOR  WITH  KNIFE  CUTS  AND  EXTENSIVE 
ABRASION  SCARS  FROM MANUFACTURE  NOT  POLISHED  AWAY 
(OWEVER  IT  IS NOT UNlNISHED  AS  THE EXTREME END OF 
THE TIP BEARS VERY SLIGHT USEPOLISH IMPLYING IT WAS A 
COARSE PIN OR POINT , MM SHAFT   MM #ONTEXT 
 "LOCK  0HASE  WALL PACKING FOR 7HEELHOUSE 	 
SEE 3ECTION 	
3& )LL B	
0IN TIP WITH OVOID SECTION AND SLIGHT POLISH ALL OVER 
,  MM $    MM #ONTEXT    "LOCK   
0HASE  lLL OF 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3& )LL C	
0IN  SHANK  #YLINDRICAL  ROD  BROKEN  AT  BOTH  ENDS 
WELLlNISHED BUT NOT POLISHED n ABRASION SCARS ARE STILL 
VISIBLE 0OSSIBLY STARTING TO TAPER AT ONE END , MM 
$ MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  WALL PACKING 
FOR 3TRUCTURE 	
3& )LL D	
0IN &INE WELL POLISHED AND SLIGHTLY CURVED ONE END 
SHARP THE OTHER ROUNDED -ADE FROM AN UNIDENTIlED 
BONE , MM $ MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE 
 "AY  OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& )LL E	
4IP  OF  POINTPIN  2OUND  SECTION  MORE  OVOID  NEAR 
BREAK  3HAFT  FACETED  FROM  KNIFECUTTING  WITH  NO 
ATTEMPT TO SMOOTH THIS OFF BUT ROUNDING AND BREAKAGE 
OF THE TIP SHOWS IT WAS NOT UNlNISHED , MM SHAFT 
  MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE  CENTRAL 
AREA OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& )LL F  	
0IN TIP 6ERY REGULAR ROUND SECTION AND POLISHED lNISH 
,  MM $  MM #ONTEXT    "LOCK    0HASE   
OCCUPATION DEPOSIT IN 3TRUCTURE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3& )LL G	
0IN  WITH  PERFORATED  HEAD  "ROKEN  ACROSS  THE 
PERFORATION  $  MM	  WHERE  THE  SECTION  IS  mAT  THE 
SHAFT  BECOMING  OVOID  AND  THEN  CIRCULAR  TOWARDS  THE 
POINT 7ELLlNISHED  TIP HAS  SLIGHT USE POLISH 4HERE 
ARE  TWO MAIN  TYPES  OF  SUCH  PERFORATED  POINTS  KITE
SHAPED  ONES  BEST  SEEN  AS  NEEDLES  AND  ONES WITH  AN 
EXPANDED HEAD  INTERPRETED AS PINS WITH  THE HOLE  FOR 
A  FASTENING  CORD  -AC'REGOR   (ALLÏN  
	 !S THIS EXAMPLE HAS BROKEN ACROSS THE PERFORATION 
IT  CANNOT  BE  SECURELY  IDENTIlED  BUT  THE  THINNING  OF 
THE  BONE  SUGGESTS  THAT  THE  PERFORATION  WAS  CLOSE  TO 
THE END OF THE OBJECT AND WAS NOT DESIGNED TO SURVIVE 
THE STRESSES INVOLVED IN USE AS A NEEDLE )T IS THEREFORE 
CLASSED  AS  A PIN , MM MAXIMUM 7 MM  SHAFT 
  MM #ONTEXT   "LOCK A 0HASE    "AY   IN 
7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3& )LL H	
0IN  4HE  SHAPE  IS  SLIGHTLY  ODD  DUE  TO  LOSS  OF  OUTER 
CORTICAL  TISSUE  AT  THE  POINT  WHICH  MAKES  IT  LOOK 
OVERSHARPENED  #IRCULAR  SECTION  HIGHLY  POLISHED 
4HE PLAIN HEAD IS VERY SLIGHTLY ROUNDED AT THE END , 
MM $ nMM #ONTEXT  "LOCK A 0HASE  
"AY  IN 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
  ,%)352%
3& )LL A	
4UNING  PEG  FROM  A  LYRE  0EG  WITH  ROUNDSECTIONED 
SHAFT  WHICH  EXPANDS  INTO  A  FACETED  APPROXIMATELY 
PENTAGONAL  HEAD  TAPERED  AT  THE  TOP  4HE  SHAFTS  TIP 
IS  ROUNDED  THINNED AND RIBBED  FROM CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
ABRASION  FOR  MM  FROM  THE  END  WITH  SOME  MUCH 
SLIGHTER RIBBING ABOVE THIS UP TO MM FROM THE END 
4HIS  IMPLIES  THE  FACETED  HEAD  WAS  DESIGNED  TO  GIVE 
A  BETTER  GRIP  WHEN  TURNING  THE  PEG  4HE  OBVIOUS 
FUNCTION IS AS A TUNING PEG FOR A STRINGED INSTRUMENT 
0EGS  SIMILAR  IN  SIZE  AND  SHAPE  ARE  KNOWN  FROM  THE 
2OMAN PERIOD ONWARDS (OMO,ECHNER  6ENDRIES 
 NOS n ,AWSON  	 4HE DIFlCULTY 
WITH THE IDENTIlCATION IS THE LACK OF A CHARACTERISTIC HOLE 
OR  SLOT AT  THE END TO TAKE THE STRING (OMO,ECHNER 
  n	  (OWEVER  THERE  SEEMS  NO  PARTICULAR 
REASON WHY  THE  STRING  COULD  NOT  SIMPLY  BE WRAPPED 
ROUND OR TIED TO THE END AS THE RISK OF IT SLIPPING OFF 
WHEN HELD UNDER TENSION IS NO GREATER THAN WITH A SLOT 
THE WOODEN PEGS FROM THE 3UTTON (OO LYRE ALTHOUGH 
DISTORTED  ALSO  LACK  HOLES  "RUCE-ITFORD    "RUCE
-ITFORD  n n THE ARGUMENT THAT THEY 
WERE IN DAMAGED PORTIONS IS INCAPABLE OF PROOF  	 4HE 
WEAR  MARKS  ARE  SIMILAR  TO  OTHER  LYRE  PEGS  (OMO
,ECHNER  6ENDRIES  NOS n	
!SSUMING IT DERIVES FROM A STRINGED INSTRUMENT THIS 
IS  LIKELY  TO HAVE BEEN A  LYRE  AS  THE EARLIEST  EVIDENCE 
FOR  HARPS  IS  ON  NINTH  CENTURY  AD  SCULPTURES  2OSS 
 -AC'REGOR  	 )N NON-EDITERRANEAN 
%UROPE EVIDENCE FOR LYRES IS lRST FOUND IN THE (ALLSTATT 

!NATOMY OF AN )RON !GE 2OUNDHOUSE
),,5342!4)/. 
0INS A	 3& B	 3& C	 3& D	 3& E	 3& F  	 3&
G	 3& H	 3&
# PERIOD IN CENTRAL %UROPE AND MIDLATE ,A 4ÒNE IN 
NORTHERN %UROPE -EGAW  n 6ENDRIES  
n	  4HE  SECONDCENTURY  BC  STATUE  FROM  0AULE 
"RITTANY  PROVIDES  THE  STRONGEST  EVIDENCE  FOR  THE  USE 
OF THE LYRE IN THE %UROPEAN LATER )RON !GE AND TALLIES 
WITH  THE  TESTIMONY  OF  #LASSICAL  AUTHORS  6ENDRIES 
 n  -ÏNEZ 	 3URVIVING FRAGMENTS ARE 
SPARSE FROM "RITAIN THERE IS THE THIRD CENTURY BC LYRE 
WREST  PLANK  FROM  $INORBEN  3AVORY    n	 
AND A MORE DUBIOUS EXAMPLE FROM $áN AN &HEURAIN 
!RGYLL -EGAW 	 DATED BROADLY TO THE lRST HALF OF 
THE lRST MILLENNIUM AD THERE IS ALSO A WREST PLANK OF 
SECOND CENTURY AD DATE FROM A 'ERMANIC SETTLEMENT AT 
"REMEN(ABENHAUSEN "ISCHOP 	
7ITHOUT  FURTHER  CLEAR  EXAMPLES  OF  TUNING  PEGS 
WITHOUT  STRING  HOLES  THE  INTERPRETATION  OF  THIS  lND 
MUST REMAIN A LITTLE TENTATIVE THE LITERATURE IS ALREADY 
CLOGGED UP WITH FALSE mUTES WHISTLES AND OTHER MUSICAL 
MISCREANTS  (OWEVER  THE  INTERPRETATION  lTS  THE 
OBSERVED MORPHOLOGY AND WEAR OF THE OBJECT AND THE 
PARALLELS QUOTED ABOVE INDICATE THERE IS CONTEMPORARY 
EVIDENCE  OF  SUCH  INSTRUMENTS  ,  MM  HEAD  7 
  MM  SHAFT  $  nMM  TIP	  #ONTEXT   
"LOCK  0HASE  MIDDEN DEPOSIT SEALED BY 3TRUCTURE 
 WALL	
3& )LL B COLOUR PLATE 	
'AMING PIECE !NTLER  BEAM  SEGMENT  THE  BASE  SAWN 
mAT  TO  REMOVE  WORKING  MARKS  4HE  BEAM  HAS  BEEN 
TAPERED AND WORKED  INTO  TWO THIN PRONGS OF CORTICAL 
TISSUE WITH  THE  CANCELLOUS  TISSUE  HOLLOWED  BETWEEN 
7EAR IS LIMITED AND NONSPECIlC THE TIPS OF THE PRONGS 
ARE EVENLY WORN AND POLISHED BUT THE CANCELLOUS TISSUE 
IS  UNWORN  4HE  CIRCUMFERENCE  OF  THE  BASE  HAS  VERY 
SLIGHT ROUNDING AND POLISH FROM WEAR RESTRICTED TO ITS 
VERY EDGE
4HERE WOULD SEEM TO BE TWO MAIN POSSIBILITIES FOR 
THIS ITEMS FUNCTION AS A TOOL OR A GAMING PIECE 4WO
PRONGED IMPLEMENTS ARE WELL ATTESTED AND HAVE A WIDE 
VARIETY OF POSSIBLE  FUNCTIONS  (ALLÏN  	 BUT 
THEY  GENERALLY  HAVE  A  HANDLE  OR  SHAFT 4HIS  EXAMPLE 
COULD BE HELD BETWEEN THE lNGERS BUT  THE RESTRICTED 
EXTENT OF THE WEAR IMPLIES VERY DELICATE USE THERE IS NO 
OBVIOUS NEED TO CUT THE BASE mAT IF IT WERE HANDHELD 
4HE SHAPE IS APPROPRIATE FOR A GAMING PIECE ALTHOUGH 
ONE MIGHT EXPECT THE BASE TO BE MORE REGULAR IN PLAN 
4HE  WEAR  RESTRICTED  TO  THE  PRONGS  COULD  THEN  ARISE 
FROM HANDLING 4HIS IDENTIlCATION IS PROPOSED HERE
  )RON  !GE  GAMING  PIECES  HAVE  NOT  BEEN  WELL 
STUDIED &ROM AROUND THE SIXTH CENTURY AD ONWARDS 
RELATIVELY ORNATE GAMING PIECES ARE KNOWN INCLUDING 
ANTHROPOMORPHIC EXAMPLES EG 3CALLOWAY AND -AIL 
3HETLAND  3HARPLES    n	  PHALANGES  WITH 
0ICTISH SYMBOLS "URRIAN /RKNEY -AC'REGOR  
NOS  n	  CONICAL  PIECES  EG  $UN  #UIER  "ARRA 
9OUNG  n	 AND PIECES SIMILAR TO MODERN 
PAWNS 'URNESS AND "IRSAY /RKNEY (EDGES B 
NO  #URLE   NO 	 4HE  STONE DISCS WITH 
0ICTISH SYMBOLS AND OTHER ORNAMENT 4HOMAS  
n	 MAY ALSO BE GAMING PIECES "OTH PEGGED AND 
INCISED GAMING BOARDS ARE KNOWN FROM ,ATE )RON !GE 
AND  .ORSE  CONTEXTS  #URLE    NO    2ITCHIE 
 n	 (OWEVER BOARD GAMES ARE ALSO ATTESTED 
EARLIER IN THE )RON !GE ALTHOUGH THE EVIDENCE AWAITS 
DETAILED STUDY AND MANY EXAMPLES ARE POORLY DATED 
4HERE  ARE  COUNTERS  PEGGED  PIECES  AND  A  RANGE  OF 
OTHER LARGELY GEOMETRIC SHAPES 3IMPLE CIRCULAR STONE 
AND POTTERY COUNTERS ARE KNOWN FROM MANY SITES EG 
$UN  -OR  6AUL  -AC+IE        4RAPRAIN 
,AW #REE  lGS n (OWE "ALLIN 3MITH 
 n	 AND THERE ARE A FEW RARE CASES OF 2OMAN 
GLASS  GAMING  COUNTERS  SEE  (UNTER    THE  GLASS 
COUNTER  FROM $UN -OR  6AUL  IS  A  FURTHER  EXAMPLE 
-AC+IE    	  -ORE  ORNATE  PIECES  ARE  ALSO 

-ATERIAL #ULTURE
KNOWN  THERE  IS  A  PEGGED  PIECE  FROM 3OLLAS .ORTH 
5IST  #AMPBELL      AND  )LL    	  WHILE 
#LOSE"ROOKS  	 HAS PLAUSIBLY REINTERPRETED 
A  WIDESPREAD  GROUP  OF  DOMED  @PINHEADS  IN  BOTH 
BONE  AND  JETLIKE MATERIAL  AS  GAMING  PIECES  BASED 
ON )RISH SETS OF SIMILAR DOMED BONE PEGS EG +NOWTH 
2AFTERY  	 /THER MATERIAL  IS MORE DIVERSE 
'URNESS  HAS  PRODUCED  PART  OF  A  TRUNCATEDCONE 
GAMING PIECE  FROM BROCH  LEVELS  (EDGES  B NO 
),,5342!4)/. 
6ARIOUS A	 3& B	 3& C	 3& D	 3& E	 3& F 	 3&
	  "URRIAN  HAS  A  RANGE  OF  PIECES  IN  ADDITION  TO 
THE  0ICTISH  DECORATED  PHALANGES  ALTHOUGH  THEY  ARE 
NOT WELLDATED -AC'REGOR  n NOS n 
  HAS  TRACES  OF  DELIBERATE  COLOURING	  !  SHAPED 
PHALANGE  FROM -IDHOWE /RKNEY  IS  ANOTHER  LIKELY 
CANDIDATE #ALLANDER  'RANT  	 AGAIN THE 
DATING IS POOR BUT THERE IS NO DIAGNOSTICALLY ,ATE )RON 
!GE 0ICTISH	 MATERIAL  FROM THE SITE &ROM SOUTHERN 
3COTLAND  CERTAIN  2OMAN  OR  PRE2OMAN  )RON  !GE 

!NATOMY OF AN )RON !GE 2OUNDHOUSE
EXAMPLES  EQUIVALENT  TO  !TLANTIC -IDDLE  )RON !GE	 
ARE  THE  DOMED  BONE  PIECES  FROM  "ORNESS  #AVE 
+IRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE  AND  "ROXMOUTH  %AST  ,OTHIAN 
THE  FORMER  WITH  RINGANDDOT  ORNAMENT  ON  THE 
CENTRE THE LATTER STAINED DARK #ORRIE ET AL   
NO  UNPUBLISHED	
4HE  DETAILED  USE  OF  SUCH  PIECES  IS  UNCERTAIN 
#LARKE    	  HAS  HIGHLIGHTED  THE  POSSIBLE  ROLE 
OF  COUNTERS  IN  DICEBASED  GAMES  WHILE  THE  TRACES 
IN  A  FEW  INSTANCES  OF  COLOUR  DIFFERENTIATION  SUGGEST 
A  GAME  OF  OPPOSING  SIDES  BURIAL  EVIDENCE  FROM  THE 
PRE2OMAN  AND  EARLY 2OMAN  )RON !GE  IN  SOUTHERN 
"RITAIN CONlRMS THE EXISTENCE OF SUCH GAMES EG 3TEAD 
 n #RUMMY 	 4HE MORPHOLOGY OF THE 
#NIP PIECE SUGGESTS IT WAS INTENDED AS A KINGPIECE OR 
SIMILAR 4HESE  RICH  SOUTHERN GRAVES  IMPLY  THAT BOARD 
GAMES WERE PERCEIVED AS A STATUS ACTIVITY A PERCEPTION 
WHICH PERSISTS INTO LATER CENTURIES 3TRATFORD  n
	 AND IN A 3COTTISH CONTEXT IS SUPPORTED BY lNDS SUCH 
AS THE RICH 2OMAN )RON !GE BURIAL FROM 7AULKMILL 
!BERDEENSHIRE WITH ITS 2OMAN GAMING SET #ALLANDER 
	 (OWEVER  A MORE DETAILED  STUDY OF  THE WIDER 
3COTTISH EVIDENCE FOR GAMES INCLUDING BOTH DICE AND 
STONE  BALLS  IS  REQUIRED  TO  TEASE  OUT  CONCLUSIONS  AS 
TO  THEIR  SOCIAL  STANDING  (  MM  $    MM 
#ONTEXT    "LOCK  A  0HASE    CENTRAL  AREA  OF 
7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
3EE ALSO LONGHANDLED COMB 3& CLASSIlED UNDER 
TEXTILE WORKING SUCH OBJECTS HAVE BEEN INTERPRETED AS 
HAIR ORNAMENTS
  &)44).'3
3& )LL C	
(ANDLE OR  ATTACHMENT 4INE BROKEN  AT BASE  AND  TIP 
WITH A TAPERING IRREGULAR PERFORATION MINIMUM $  
MM	 AT THE BROAD END THINNED WITH KNIFECUT FACETS 
$AMAGE  INHIBITS  INTERPRETATION  IT  MAY  HAVE  BEEN 
TAPERED TO MOUNT AGAINST ITEM OF FURNITURE TO ACT AS A 
HANDLE , MM 7 MM 4 MM #ONTEXT  
"LOCK  0HASE    JAMMED INTO PIER ON NORTH SIDE OF 
ENTRANCE IN 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
  -).)!452% /"*%#43
3& )LL D COLOUR PLATE 	
3WORD  MODEL  2OUNDENDED  SPATULATE  BLADE  WITH 
DECORATIVE  END  )T  IS  STRAIGHT  EDGED  SUBRECTANGULAR 
IN  SECTION  ROUNDING  AND  TAPERING  TO  AN  EDGE  AT ONE 
END WHICH BEARS MINIMAL USEPOLISH 4HE OTHER END 
IS  DAMAGED  BUT  WAS  CARVED  ORNAMENTALLY  WITH  THE 
BLADE  TAPERING  INTO  A WAIST  AND  THEN  EXPANDING  INTO 
A  DOUBLELOBED  END  WITH  ONE  LOBE  NOW  LOST  4HE 
CHANNEL ON THE REVERSE IS THE NATURAL MEDULLARY CAVITY 
OF  THE  BONE  AND BEARS  TRACES  OF  A  RED  PIGMENT 4HE 
SHAPE  OF  THE  BLADE  RELATES  IT  TO  SPATULATE  POLISHERS 
(OWEVER  TWO  FACTORS  ARGUE  AGAINST  THIS  THE  LACK  OF 
VISIBLE WEAR AT THE END AND THE ORNAMENTAL TERMINAL 
4HIS  LATTER  RESEMBLES  A  HANDLE  ALTHOUGH  TOO  SMALL 
TO  BE  FUNCTIONAL  AND  SUGGESTS  IT MAY  BE  A MODEL  OF 
A  SWORD 7HILE  UNUSUAL  THIS  IS  NOT WITHOUT  PARALLEL 
n THE TOP PART OF A RATHER LARGER SWORD MODEL IS KNOWN 
FROM (OWMAE /RKNEY 4RAIL   NO  .-3 
'/  	  .EITHER  THE  (OWMAE  NOR  #NIP  EXAMPLE 
CLOSELY RESEMBLE KNOWN )RON !GE SWORD TYPES IN BLADE 
SHAPE  OR  HANDLE  ARRANGEMENT  BUT  OUR  KNOWLEDGE  IS 
LARGELY BASED ON SOUTHERN PARALLELS AND WE KNOW LITTLE 
OR NOTHING OF !TLANTIC )RON !GE SWORD FORMS )T MAY 
OF COURSE BE DEPICTED IN ITS SCABBARD THERE ARE PARALLELS 
ON  LATER  0ICTISH  SCULPTURE  FOR  SHORT  RELATIVELY  WIDE 
SWORDS  IN  ROUNDENDED  SCABBARDS  SEE 7ILSON   
	  4HE  SURVIVING  EVIDENCE  FOR  COLOURING  SUGGESTS 
DETAILS COULD HAVE BEEN PROVIDED BY COLOUR
/N  BALANCE  IT  SEEMS  PLAUSIBLE  THAT  THIS  IS  A 
MINIATURE SWORD INTENDED EITHER AS A TOY OR A VOTIVE 
MODEL -INIATURES ARE GENERALLY INTERPRETED AS VOTIVE 
MODELS IN THE )RON !GE AND 2OMAN PERIODS AND ARE 
WELL  ATTESTED 4HEY WERE PROBABLY  INTENDED AS  TOKEN 
OFFERINGS IN PLACE OF REAL OBJECTS )T HAS PROVED MUCH 
HARDER TO IDENTIFY DElNITE TOYS 7EAPONS ARE PRIMARILY 
REPRESENTED  BY  SHIELDS  EG  3TEAD  	  BUT  A  FEW 
SWORDS ARE KNOWN FROM &RILFORD "ERKSHIRE "RADFORD 
 'OODCHILD  n	 7OODEATON /XFORDSHIRE 
3MITH    	  (ARLOW  %SSEX  IBID  NOTE  	 
#ASTOR  #AMBRIDGESHIRE  'REEN    	  #HESTERS 
.ORTHUMBERLAND 'REEN  PLATE 	 AND ,ONDON 
'REEP  	  ALL  ARE 2OMAN  EXCEPT  &RILFORD	 #NIP 
AND (OWMAE ARE THE ONLY POSSIBLE 3COTTISH EXAMPLES 
)NDEED  )RON  !GE  VOTIVE  MINIATURES  IN  GENERAL  ARE 
POORLY  ATTESTED  IN  3COTLAND  AN  AXE  FROM  3TELLOCH 
7IGTOWNSHIRE  -AXWELL    lG    FOR  ITS  )RON 
!GE  ATTRIBUTION  CF  2OBINSON    ESPECIALLY  lG   
NOS n	 A CAULDRON FROM 7AULKMILL !BERDEENSHIRE 
#ALLANDER  	  A  2OMAN  STRAINER  FROM  4RAPRAIN 
,AW %AST ,OTHIAN (UNTER  n	 AND A 2OMAN 
TERRACOTTA BALE OF GOODS FROM $UN AN )ARDHARD 3KYE 
#URLE    n  'REEN    	  4HOMASS 
  	  IDENTIlCATION  OF  A  BONE  MINIATURE  SHIELD 
FROM *ARLSHOF IS UNCONVINCING	 , MM 7 MM 
4  MM  #ONTEXT    "LOCK    0HASE    MIDDEN 
DEPOSIT FORMED OVER 3TRUCTURE  DURING 0HASE 	 SEE 
3ECTION 	

-ATERIAL #ULTURE
  5.)$%.4)&)%$
3& )LL E	
5NlNISHED  WHALE  BONE  OBJECT  3PLIT  PROXIMAL  RIB 
PORTION  WITH  CANCELLOUS  TISSUE  PARTLY  HOLLOWED
AND TWO DEEPER HOLLOWS C MM IN DIAMETER ONE IN 
THE  SPLIT  FACE  ONE  AT  ONE  END  3ERIES  OF  CHOPMARKS 
ON  ONE  FACE  OF  CORTICAL  TISSUE  &UNCTION  UNCERTAIN 
n MAY BE UNlNISHED , MM 7 MM 4 MM 
#ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE   lLL OF 3TRUCTURE  
SUMP	
3& )LL F  	
3HAPED FRAGMENT 7ORKED CETACEAN RIB FRAGMENT SPLIT 
TO REVEAL THE CANCELLOUS TISSUE WHICH IS SHAPED AT THE 
ANGLED END AND BROKEN ELSEWHERE /NE END HAS BEEN 
CHOPPED  SQUARE WHILE  THE OTHER  IS  CUT  IRREGULARLY  AT 
AN ANGLE TERMINATING IN A BLUNT POINT /NE EDGE MAY 
BE ORIGINAL BUT THE OTHER IS NOT 4HERE ARE CHOPMARKS 
ON  THE  CORTICAL  TISSUE  PERHAPS  FROM  ABORTIVE  EARLIER 
SHAPING  ATTEMPTS OR  LATER  REUSE  )NSUFlCIENT  EVIDENCE 
SURVIVES  TO  DETERMINE  ITS  ORIGINAL  FORM  OR  FUNCTION 
ALTHOUGH THE LACK OF ANY WORKING EDGE MAY SUGGEST IT 
DERIVES FROM FURNITURE OR A DOMESTIC lTTING , MM 
7  MM #ONTEXT    "LOCK  B  0HASE    CENTRAL 
AREA OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
5TILIZED CHUNK ,ARGE CHUNK OF WHALE BONE AND FRAG
MENTS /NE END CARRIES CHOPMARKS FROM DETACHMENT 
AND THE SURFACE BEARS A FEW OTHER APPARENTLY RANDOM 
CUTTING MARKS 4OO LITTLE OF THE ORIGINAL SURFACE SURVIVES 
TO INDICATE ITS USE , MM 7 MM 4 MM 
#ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  lLL OF 7HEELHOUSE 	 
SEE 3ECTION 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
#ETACEAN BONE FRAGMENT SPLIT FROM A LARGE mAT OBJECT 
4HE  SURVIVING  EDGE  IS  KNIFETRIMMED  AND  THE 
SURVIVING  END  BEVELLED  BY  CHOPMARKS  THE  RATHER 
CRUDE SHAPING SUGGESTS EXPEDIENT USE /NE SURFACE  IS 
THE NATURAL CORTEX  THE OTHER CANCELLOUS  TISSUE WHICH 
HAS BEEN CUT mAT .O USEWEAR EVIDENCE , MM 7 
MM 4 MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE  
CENTRAL AREA OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
5TILIZED  FRAGMENT  CETACEAN  BONE  WITH  CUT  FACET 
AT  ONE  END  5NIDENTIlABLE  ,  MM 7  MM  4 
MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE  CENTRAL AREA 
OF 7HEELHOUSE 	
3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	
4HREE  FRAGMENTS  TWO  JOINING	  FROM  AN UNIDENTIlED 
CETACEAN  BONE  OBJECT  0LANOCONVEX  SECTION  WITH 
THE  mAT  FACE  TRIMMED  AND  SOME  KNIFETRIMMING  AT 
THE  EDGES  .O  USEWEAR  ,  MM  7  MM  4 
MM  #ONTEXT    "LOCK  B  0HASE  B  "AY   
DISTURBED DEPOSITS BELOW 3TRUCTURE  WALLS	
  -)33).' )4%-3
4HREE  BONE  AND  ANTLER  ITEMS  ARE  CURRENTLY  MISSING 
FROM  THE  ASSEMBLAGE  AND  ARE  KNOWN  ONLY  FROM  THE 
ORIGINAL BRIEF lNDS DESCRIPTIONS
3& NO  $ESCRIPTION  #ONTEXT  0HASE
  !NTLER POINT   "LOCK  3TRUCTURE   
    WALL PACKING  
  #ETACEAN    "LOCK B CENTRAL AREA  
  VERTEBRA     
  7ORKED   "LOCK B CENTRAL AREA  
  CETACEAN BONE    
  #/!23% 34/.% 
!NN #LARKE
  '%.%2!,
4HE  COARSE  STONE  ASSEMBLAGE  CONSISTS  OF  TWO  FACETED 
HAMMERSTONES 3& NOT ILLUSTRATED	 AND 3& )LL 
F  	  A  STONE  DISC  3&  )LL  G		  FOUR  ROTARY 
QUERNS 3& )LL A	 3& )LL B	 3& )LL 
C	  AND 3&  )LL  E		  AND  A  PROBABLE  LOWER 
GRINDING  STONE  FOR  A  QUERN  3&  )LL  D		 4HIS 
IS A TYPICAL )RON !GE ASSEMBLAGE PERHAPS RATHER SMALL 
IN  SIZE  PRESUMABLY  BECAUSE  ONLY  LIMITED  EXTERNAL 
ACTIVITY  AREAS WERE EXCAVATED  )T  IS  IN  SUCH AREAS  THAT 
COARSE STONE TOOLS PARTICULARLY COBBLE TOOLS WERE MOST 
COMMONLY USED AND DISCARDED
4HE  COARSE  STONE  ASSEMBLAGE  REPRESENTS  A  LIMITED 
RANGE OF FUNCTIONS 4HE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SMALLER 
BUNSHAPED ROTARY QUERNS 3& )LL A	 AND 3& 
)LL E		 AND THE LARGER mATTER ONES 3& )LL B	 
AND 3& )LL C		 MAY POINT  TO THE PROCESSING OF 
DIFFERENT  FOODSTUFFS 4HE  SMALLER  ROTARY QUERNS  ARE OF 
INTEREST  AND  ARE  SIMILAR  IN  FORM  TO  THOSE  AT  +EBISTER 
#LARKE 	 4HE WEAR ON THE HAMMERSTONES SUGGESTS 
USE IN THE GRINDING OR REDUCTION OF PERHAPS A HARDER 
MATERIAL 4HE STONE DISC WAS MOST PROBABLY USED AS A LID 
FOR SOME FORM OF CONTAINER 
!LL  OF  THE  QUERNS  WERE  RECOVERED  FROM  STRUCTURAL 
CONTEXTS  THE  WALLS  OF  7HEELHOUSE    3TRUCTURE   
